
Emotions@Work 
The Five Discoveries that will help you master change, increase performance  

and make smarter decisions 

 
Have you ever said something or done something that was so out of character for you that  

you even shocked yourself?  

Of course! We all have because your brain has a mind of its own!  If you’ve ever been under 

pressure, felt irritated, or lost control in a hot situation, you know how your brain can sabotage you.  It can 

take over your behavior, your words and your emotions before you even know what’s happened. 

 The good news is you can retrain your brain and master your emotions! In this playful, participative 

program, you’ll identify the Five Discoveries about emotions and how they apply to the workplace.  You’ll 

leave this session sparked with strategies to raise your EQ and armed with new ways to manage yourself, 

make smarter decisions and lead others to get the outcomes you want. 

 

Objectives:Objectives:Objectives:Objectives: 
1.  To better understand, recognize and harness emotions for more positive outcomes 

          in leadership, sales and customer care 

2.  To identify and describe the five competencies of intelligent emotions  

3.  To apply strategies and techniques to more effectively master your Emotions@ Work,     

build better relationships, make smarter decisions and motivate people to follow you 

Outline:Outline:Outline:Outline: 
1.  Got EQ? 

 - A quick check of your Emotional Quotient 

2.  It’s all in your head: the anatomy of Emotional Intelligence 

3.  How leaders build personal and interpersonal relationships to get the outcomes they want 

 - The Five Discoveries of Emotional Intelligence 

  - Self-Awareness: You can’t tune into others if you aren’t  

   tuned into yourself 

  - Managing yourself: Keeping cool in hot situations 

  - Motivation: Working for more than a paycheck 

  - Social-Awareness: Tuning in so others don’t tune you out     

  - Relationship Management: Influencing others through building        

                            positive relationships    

4.  Strategies and techniques for raising your Emotional Intelligence 

 - How to become more emotionally tuned in to yourself and others 

 - Creating an action plan with accountability 

 - Optional validated Emotional Quotient Assessment 

   

Program Leader:Program Leader:Program Leader:Program Leader: Elizabeth Jeffries, RN, CSP, CPAE Speaker Hall of Fame, works with organizations 

who want to select the right people and turn ALL their leaders into high performers. She is a professional 

speaker, executive coach and the author of several books, including The Heart of Leadership: How to 

Inspire, Encourage, and Motivate People to Follow You. 
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